
4 FOOT HOUSE ROOF (10% SCALE)

ARTWORK PLACEMENT/MEASUREMENTS
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4 FOOT HOUSE ROOF: BODY PANEL

4 FOOT HOUSE ROOF: END CAP

COLOR/RESOLUTIONCOLOR/RESOLUTION

1) Our printer is closely calibrated 

to the PMS (Pantone Matching 

System) Coated chart. Use these 

spot colors for your submitted 

artwork. For raster images, please 

save them in CMYK format for the 

closest color match.

2) All digital artwork is printed 720 

dip (dots per inch). As this 

template is 10% scale, please be 

sure all placed/raster images are 

at least 1000 dpi at the 10% size, or 

100 dpi at 100% size.

3) Vector images, such as logos, 

are sent with text as outlines or 

with font folder included.

Please send all raster artwork 

embedded in the Illustrator/EPS file. 

We may need to make minor 

changes before production.

Bleed Area (Cut Size): Outer White Rectangle - 50” Wide x 33.5” Tall

We strongly recommend that you use this guide line for the edge of 

fills, raster images, etc. Even though it’s not usually visible from the 

outside, as the vinyl this is being printed on is stretchy and is hand 

sewn, it is best to use this as the fill area to avoid the possibility that 

the wrong color may show at the seam.

Viewable Area (Finished Size): Grey Rectangle - 49” Wide x 32” Tall

This guide line shows you what will be seen once the vinyl has been 

sewn.

Edge of Stitching: Grey Dashed Line - 49“ Wide x 31” Tall

This guide line is to show you approximately where the seam will be 

sewn onto the top. 

Logo Area (Safe Zone): Center White Rectangle:  45” Wide x 27” Tall

This is the area we recommend using for the centering of 

logos/images. These outlines do not preclude images wrapping 

around the top, they merely show where we recommend the 

center of interest lie.

Bleed Area (Cut Size):

Outer White Triangle - 47” Wide x 23.55” Tall

We strongly recommend that you use this guide line

for the edge of fills, raster images, etc. Even though

it’s not usually visible from the outside, as the vinyl this 

is being printed on is stretchy and is hand sewn, it is 

best to use this as the fill area to avoid the possibility

that the wrong color may show at the seam.

Viewable Area (Finished Size):

Grey Triangle - 45.593” Wide x 21.842” Tall

This guide line shows you what will be seen once the

vinyl has been sewn.

Edge of Stitching:

Grey Dashed Line - 41.597“ Wide x 20.842” Tall

This guide line is to show you approximately where the 

seam will be sewn onto the top 

Logo Area (Safe Zone):

Center White Triangle:  34.348” Wide x 17.218” Tall

This is the area we recommend using for the centering

of logos/images. These outlines do not preclude 

images wrapping around the top, they merely show 

where we recommend the center of interest lie.

END CAP x2

BODY PANEL x2


